Network Analysis of Gut Microbiome Throughout a Whole Foods Based High Fiber Dietary
Intervention Reveals Complex Community Dynamics in Melanoma Survivors
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Introduction

 The gut microbiome impacts response to immune checkpoint blockade
(ICB) treatment in melanoma patients (1).
 A habitual high-fiber diet was associated with significantly improved
progression-free survival (PFS) in melanoma patients on ICB (2) and
bacteria associated with response to ICB are fiber-responsive taxa (3).
 A high-fiber diet intervention (HFDI) was therefore conducted in
melanoma survivors to prospectively evaluate the effect of a HFDI on
the microbiome.
 To explore community dynamics and identify keystone taxa responsive
to a HFDI, we conducted microbial association network analysis on
baseline and end of intervention fecal microbiome WGS data.

Microbiome Becomes a More Interconnected and
Dynamic Community post HFDI

Visual Network Comparison affirms quantitative
rise in associations in fiber-responsive taxa

Changes in Centrality Across Networks Indicate
Two Species as Potential Community Hubs
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Figure 1: Schema of HFID study.

Methods

 Ten melanoma survivors were enrolled to a 6-week HFDI, targeting 50
grams of fiber daily, derived from whole fruits, vegetables, legumes, and
whole grains with all meals provided from Bionutrition Research Core.
 Metagenomic sequencing was conducted on fecal samples to extract DNA
libraries. Sequence data were processed with MetaPhlAn3 (4) to construct
microbiome composition profiles and abundances at each timepoint from
screening (SCRN) to week 6 (W6).
 NetCoMi (Network Construction and Analysis for Microbiome Data) was
used to construct microbial association networks. Taxa abundance data was
filtered to the 25 most abundant taxa out of 221 taxa.

Figure 2

Figure 2: The workflow above illustrates how NetCoMi
constructs, analyzes, and compares networks from taxa
abundance data. NetCoMi is a computational tool that uses
relative taxa abundance data to estimate abundance-based
associations between taxa. It enables the visual
construction, analysis, and plotting of microbial
association networks as well as quantification of network
differences across groups (5).
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Figure 3: A. More edges from SCRN to W6 in
consensus networks show HFDI increased microbiome
interconnection and dynamics. B. Changes in global
network properties vary by type of network but common
trends include increasing vertex and edge connectivity.
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Quantitative Network Analysis demonstrates
expected rise in associations in fiber-responsive taxa
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Figure 4: Across association networks generated from
different association statistics, many known fiberresponsive taxa increased in Eigenvector Centrality
(EC), a measure of significance calculated during
network construction. These include the species C.
comes, C. eutactus, F. sachharivorans, A. hadrus, F.
Prausnitzii, A. butyriciproducens, E. rectale and the
genera Blautia, Bifidobacterium, and Collinsella..
Known general regulatory taxa like E. hallii generally
decreased in EC. The equol-producing/soy-processing
taxa A. equolifaciens and A. celatus showed a consistent
decrease in EC.

Results

Figure 5: A. By W6, the hubs (in bold) of the
association network shift towards known fiberresponsive taxa like F. prausnitzii, F. saccharivorans, A.
hadrus. Other fiber-responsive taxa increase in
association and centrality like P. copri, C. aerofaciens,
E. rectale, and A. butyriciproducens. B. A differential
network generated via SparCC shows that F. prausnitzii
has more purple and green edges, indicating transition to
positive associations, whereas soy-responsive taxa like
A. equolifaciens and A. celatus have more blue and red
edges, indicating transition to negative associations. F.
prausnitzii has very strong negative associations with A.
celatus and A. equolifaciens by W6.

Figure 6: A. Consensus
Network analysis
revealed two taxa
becoming hubs at end of
HFDI across consensus
networks calculated from
different association
measures: Ruminococcus
bromii and Dorea
longicatena. B.
Differential network
analysis yielded similar
results. The VST
differential network
displayed shows both
species have numerous
differential associations
from SCRN to W6.

Characterization of the changes in community structure
of the gut microbiome in response to dietary intervention
is possible via association network analysis.
Our analysis indicates that increase in fiber intake
prompts the gut microbiome to become a more
interconnected and dynamic community.
Networks demonstrated an overall increase in centrality
in known fiber-responsive taxa
Despite heterogeneity across networks generated from
different association statistics, analysis of consensus and
differential networks consistently identified D.
longicatena and R. bromii as becoming hub taxa postHFDI.
This study confirms that the microbiome can be
characterized via network analysis, and further studies
are needed to fully understand the microbial pro-response
to fiber.
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